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Abstract
This thesis explores the sensory human experience through the study of facial
expression and non-verbal vocal articulation in hopes of better understanding the
range of modes of communications possible both interpersonally and between
people and their environment. In contrast to the common presumption that
language constitutes the easiest and most effective communicative medium, I argue
that it is possible to interact with others and express oneself through alternate
senses as well. My investigation of such communicative alternatives focuses
particularly on facial expression and the phenomenon of muteness. The former is
investigated as a space in which novel sensations are explored in literature and film.
As an especially cogent example of filmic use of facial expression I address at length
the role facial gestures play in the absence of vocal expression in Carl Dreyer's silent
film classic, The Passion ofJoan ofArc
Constituting the latter focus, muteness is investigated through a historical survey of
the development of the stock mute character following the advent of talkie-films. In
stark contrast to the silent films that had preceded them, early talkies such as
Howard Hawk's characteristic Hollywood screwball film His Girl Friday reveled in
the novel freedom of vocal synchronization to create a trademark style of rapid
dialogue. Within this development, I focus on the role of silent films in talkies and
interrogate the relegation of filmic mutes to the role of sub-character. Moreover, I
consider the expressive possibilities of films peopled solely with mute characters
and the potential avenues for mutual comprehensibility within such a project,
concentrating on how alternative sensory media might enable understanding.
In conclusion, I analyze several of my own recent works that focus on either facial
expression or the phenomenon of muteness, in keeping with the foregoing
discussion of both categories. In the former category of images of the human face, I
present two of my video works, The Camouflage (2012) and The Mutes (2012),
explaining the creative process behind each project from conceptualization to final
execution as well as how the literature and films reviewed in the first chapters
informed both projects. Lastly, in the latter category of muteness, I discuss the
discourse between sound and other sensory experiences by considering my public
art work, You can say ANYTHING to me.
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Introduction
My research and studies encompass various media ranging from public art to films
observing and inquiring into the operations of alternate sensory experiences.
Specifically, I attempt to investigate the array of human sensation through the study
of facial and vocal expression.
While verbal language is generally considered the most effective and useful tool by
which we communicate with and understand each other, I argue that there are other
possible sensations we can communicate with as well.
This thesis is organized into four chapters. Chapter 1 considers the image of the face,
focusing particularly on the method of the facial close-up. It begins by interrogating
the relationship between sound and memory postulated by Henri Bergson in Matter
and Memory and expands this formula to a parallel relationship between images of
the face and memory. It then addresses the human face's emotive potential as both a
repository of emotional memory and transmitter or emotional signals, as
demonstrated in the deployment of facial representations in the fields of literature
and film. In the former field, the connection drawn between the idea of face and
memory by writers such as Jorge Luis Borges and Rainer Maria Rilke is investigated.
In the latter, Carl Dreyer's film The Passion ofjoan ofArc is analyzed at length in
pursuit of a greater understanding of the alternative communicative methods it
deploys, primarily through the methods of close-ups of the characters' faces.
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Chapter 2 addresses the function of the human voice, dividing it into the categories
of speech and muteness, the latter of which this thesis seeks to redefines. In order to
concretely demonstrate the ways in which both speech and muteness are used in
film I consider Howard Hawk's screwball film His Girl Friday. From that examination,
I expand my study to the more general use of mute characters in talkie films and
examine the possibility of what communication channels remain open to a talkie
film peopled by solely mute characters.
Chapter 3 is offers an explanation of my own video works, The Camouflage and The
Mutes, both filmed over the last two years, in order to expand upon my study of
facial close-ups. By using images of the face, these works seek to concentrate on the
discovery of innovative alternate languages with which to understand one another,
in dialogue with the research presented in Chapter 1. Chapter 4 likewise represents
my efforts to enrich the study of muteness through my own work, specifically the
public art work You can say ANYTHING to me.
An approach to alternative sensory possibilities is not analytic, but rather is a poetic
and intuitive endeavor. Through these processes, I hope to interrogate the
fundamentals of so-called common sense and attempt to discover a new sensory
language, focusing in the process not upon achieving a conclusive result but on
opening up a wealth of creative opportunities.
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Chapter 1. Studies of Image
1.1. Introduction
Henri Bergson addresses the topic of conversation in Matter and Memory,
ruminating upon his experience of listening to a conversation between a nearby
couple being held in what is, to him, an incomprehensible language.
The question is, how can the knowledge of a language, which is only
memory, modify the material content of a present perception and
cause some listeners actually to hear what others, in the same
physical conditions, do not hear.'
At the same time, he also notes:
I grant that the memory of a word will be called up by the sound of
that word: yet it is necessary, for this, that the sound of the word
should have been heard by the ear.2
Bergson's claim is that the process of mimicry is fundamental to the acquisition of a
new language as well as to the process of learning the physical motions involved in
comprehending what is heard. To understand what we hear, we must first learn the
1 Henri Bergson, Matiere et memoire (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France 1896),
Translated by Nancy Margaret Paul and W. Scott Palmer as Matter and Memory
(New York: Zone Books, 1991), 109.
2 Ibid., 110.
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associated physical movements, a process that entails repetitive behavior. That is,
language acquisition requires the disassembly of truth and its subsequent
reconstitution through repetition. I argue that Bergson's investigation of the
relationship between hearing and memory may also be applicable to the
relationship between image and memory. If our understanding of what is heard can
be improved through repetitive effort, is it not possible that our understanding of an
image's meaning may likewise be enhanced through thorough, repetitive
observation? At this juncture, it is necessary to delineate the parameters of image as
addressed in this study. I limit my discussion here to images of the human face. By
observing and investigating the human face, I propose to offer a targeted
consideration of the possibility of recalling and communicating memory through the
facial expressions.
1.2. Facial Structure
According to the discipline of physiognomy, it is possible to judge a person's
character by his or her physical frame and facial expressions. Lavater's claim that an
individual's personality could be read from the size and shape of their facial features
was once very popular.3 Darwin also examines related issues in his work The
Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals. Here he attests that men and animals
mostly alter their physical appearance, that is, their facial muscle structure, by
habit.4 This expression refers to a series of repetitive behavior patterns influencing
3 Charles Darwin, The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals (San Francisco:
Oxford University Press, 1998), 10.
4 Ibid., 35.
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the muscular frame on the face and constructing a certain structure. He also
addresses additional factors capable of moderating facial appearance, such as
inherited expressions and gestures, but asserts that these factors have only a slight
influence on facial expressions. Habit functions as the major cause of forming the
muscles in the human face through recurring behavior. According to Darwin's
explanation, each individual gradually develops a unique facial type because of
varying of habits that result in correspondingly different muscle frames in each face.
For example, studies show that identical twins can eventually be differentiated by
their facial appearances even though they were born with nearly identical facial
structures.
What does a change in face mean? Habit is an aggregate of consistent and repetitive
behaviors, which can be considered an observable record of one's life experiences.
Darwin states that the difficulty of studying human facial expression lies in the
subtle ambiguity of human expression, which present the infinite spectrum of
human emotion.
In spite of these difficulties, I argue that the study of the face uniquely allows one to
consider another's life by exploring a range of possible sensations that may lie
beyond personal experience. Such possible sensations include a variety of sensory
media, from olfactory, sensory, and auditory senses to traces of experience, such as
bodily scars. I believe that there are as many kinds of sensations as there are faces.
These sensations - touch, smell, and fragments of the body - have their own unique
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and exclusive linguistic structure. We can learn and understand various verbal
languages by acquiring the syntax and grammar specific to each language, allowing
us to communicate with one another within a homogeneous group. However, the
language embodied in sensations other than verbal language has not yet been
sufficiently examined to form a unifying grammatical structure. The investigation
required by these sensations must delve into their physical motions and the
repetitive process that fosters them, in accordance with Bergson's theories
discussed previously. Bergson states that habit, recurrence, and imitation, aid in
acquiring a new language. I also think that an understanding of a new sensory
language could occur in a unique dimension, differentiated from the space in which
verbal language communication takes place.
As already mentioned in this chapter, I plan to investigate and observe consistent
and repetitive facial patterns and examine the feasibility of interacting through
facial expression. In my opinion, it is possible to communicate through facial
expression without the intermediary of verbal language. I propose to consider the
manifestation of the sensory language through facial expression.
1.3. The Face in Literature
This issue has also been studied in literature. Jorge Luis Borges wrote in The
Floating Library:
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A man gives himself the task of drawing the world. As the years
go by, he fills a space with images of provinces, kingdoms,
mountains, bays, ships, islands, fish, rooms, instruments, stars,
horses and people. Just before he dies, he discovers that his
patient labyrinth of lines is a trace of his own face.5
Borges refers here to the possibility that the face can function as a medium that
records one's life, in that an individual's various experiences leave traces on his face.
While Borges conceives of the face as a space that bears its owner's long history and
memories, Rainer Maria Rilke believes that the face is the more immediate space
that demonstrates the interplay of instantaneous emotions and memory. This is
shown in Letters to a Young Poet, in which Rilke writes:
The woman sat up, frightened, she pulled out of herself, too
quickly, too violently, so that her face was left in her two hands. I
could see it lying there: its hollow form. It cost me an
indescribable effort to stay with those two hands, not to look at
what had been torn out of them. I shuddered to see a face from
s Jorge Luis Borges, La Biblioteca de Babel (Buenos Aires: Editorial Sur, 1941)
translated by Andrew Hurley as The Library of Babel (New York: David R. Godline
Publisher, 2001), 145.
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the inside, but I was much more afraid of the bare flayed head
waiting there faceless. 6
Borges claims that the face is a reflection of the world, and such is the probable site
for the exteriorization of experiences. By perceiving the traces of such experiences,
it should be possible to deduce the content or character of a given life. That is,
through facial cognition we can extrapolate associated experiences and recall them
to reconstitute the relevant memories. Rilke's approach to the study of facial traces
further expands upon this concept. For Rilke, the face does not merely exist but
functions as an active space that reveals its bearer's inner side. That which is
recorded on the face encompasses not only the long span of memory borne, but also
expresses the play of instantaneous sentiments. In other words, Rilke conceives of
the face as a space that both exists in and of itself and through expression reveals
inner truths, eschewing both the ideas of paradoxical existence and hollow
expression. The face is a container that bears both experiences and their emotional
effects. Jean-Paul Sartre likewise advances this idea in Nausea:
Obviously there are a nose, two eyes and a mouth, but none of it
makes sense, there is not even human expression. (...) Perhaps I
am too used to my face.7
6 Rainer Maria Rilke, Briefe an einenjungen Dichter (Insel: Insel Verlag Leipzig,
1929), translated by Mark Harman as Letters to a Young Poet (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 2011), 30.
7 Jean-Paul Sartre, La Nausde (Paris: Librairie Gallimard, 1938) translated by Lloyd
Alexander as Nausea (New York: New Directions Publishing Corporation, 2007), 56.
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Sartre considers the existential value of the elements composing a face is composed,
such as the nose, eyes, and facial expressions. Fundamentally he questions the
ontological assumptions behind the common conception of what constitutes a face.
The expected arrangement of the common elements of a face does not inherently
reveal anything about the person himself. From Sartre's perspective, the role of
variations and differences between faces, embodied in minute distinctions, is
expressed in his phrase, "too used to". While I agree with Borges and Rilke, I
disagree with Sartre on this point because I feel that it is precisely such minute
distinctions among individual faces that give rise to a unique and meaningful facial
language. These differences that distinguish one face from another can be perceived
as the actual repositories of important individual memories, even though the
distinctions themselves may be subtle.
From these literary examples, it is essential to imagine another dimension in which
the new sensory language may take place. So far, we have attempted to draw the
image of the face into the realm of verbal language structures. Our attempt at this
translation across media is predicated on the belief that language is the most
effective, productive, and successful tool with which to understand each other. In
contrast to this belief I propose an exploration of new sensational languages and
attempts to understand them. By examining the various possibilities contained in
such a project and imagining alternative dimensions, I hope to encounter uncharted
terrains of sensory empathy. I believe that these new languages can have their own
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territories, and by exploring them, we can expand our methods of expressing ideas
and emotions.
1.4. The Face in Film
In cinema, the face is always the talking point. Since its inception by the Lumiere
brothers in 1895, cinema has documented people and recorded their lives. The
Lumiere brothers' first film, Arrival of a Train (1895), depicts a group of people
waiting to catch a train at a railway station platform. This work is considered the
first film in history, and in it one can already discern cinematic techniques and
factors. That being said, the film has no facial close-ups, but rather shows the people
depicted only as a group, rather than as individuals. Adding to this is the film's
reliance on long- or medium-range shots that render individual expressions difficult
to discern. The work focuses more on the accident and associated events, rather
than on each individual character and his or her emotions. As a consequence of
developments in various directions, contemporary cinema has been classified into
numerous genres, ranging from fictional to experimental films, documentaries,
ethnographic films, and so on. Artists have desired to represent people's lives at
once more dramatically and more realistically. To achieve these goals, the close-up
was developed early on in cinematic history, pioneered by George Albert Smith,
James Williamson and D. W. Griffith. Thanks to their efforts it has since been
possible to scrutinize the human face by diminishing the distance between camera
and actor. Why has the facial close-up been so assiduously developed and carefully
examined by both filmmakers and theorists for so long?
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In the book Cinema 1: The Movement-Image, Gilles Deleuze defines the face by
stating that it is an organ-carrying plate of nerves which has sacrificed most of its
global mobility and gathers or expresses in a free way all kinds of tiny local
movements which the rest of the body usually keeps hidden.8 He further states that
while there is not such thing as a close-up of the face, the face itself means a close-up
and vice-versa. Deleuze divides the close-up into two types, one epitomized in the
work of D. W. Griffith, and the other in that of Sergei Eisenstein. D.W. Griffith was an
early American film director best known for such epic films as The Birth of a Nation
(1915) and Intolerance (1916). Sergei Eisenstein, meanwhile, was a Soviet Russian
film director and theorist likewise known for epic films such as Strike (1924),
Battleship Potemkin (1925) and Ivan the Terrible (1958).
Deleuze claims that Griffith's close-ups invite audience consideration of their own
issues and concerns through their reflective quality. His shots express reflection not
only in their composition, but also by depicting characteristics that are common to
various things. Griffith conscientiously arranges an array of objects that share
similar traits precisely to bring to light these mutual features. On the other hand,
Deleuze asserts that the purpose of Eisenstein's close-up is the development of
quality. By portraying the characteristics naturally inherent to the face, a new
character is produced through the successive enforcement of these images. To
8 Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 1. L'Image-Mouvement (Paris: Les Editions de Minuit, 1983)
translated by Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara Habberjam as Cinema 1: The movement-
image (Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press, 2009), 87.
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Eisenstein, it is important to generate innovative effects by using the power already
present in facial expression.
Deleuze explains the method of engaging with facial expression utilized in Ingmar
Bergman's films, by addressing the relationship between close-ups and the face. He
argues that the close-up has a role in the loss of individuality:
The close-up does not divide one individual, any more than it
reunites two: it suspends individuation. (...) Bergman has pushed
the nihilism of the face the furthest, that is its relationship in fear to
the void or the absence, the fear of the face confronted with its
nothingness.9
According to Deleuze's analysis, the close-up cannot function as a medium that
exposes each individual's qualities. In fact, the close-up suppresses individuality,
prohibiting personalization or personification. Deleuze argues that this is so as the
close-up hinders individual differentiation because the image itself cannot contain
the originality of the represented human subject. By recognizing the infeasibility of
existing as an independent being, one confronts a fundamental existential fear. This
fear has a thread of connection with Sartre's musing about being too used to his own
9 Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 1. L'Image-Mouvement (Paris: Les Editions de Minuit, 1983)
translated by Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara Habberjam as Cinema 1: The movement-
image (Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press, 2009), 100.
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face to read the faces of others, as well as with Rilke's observation that the face is
empty and hollow.
19
Figure 1. Passion ofJoan ofArc, by Carl Dreyer, 1928.
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I disagree with Deleuze's position on the close-up in that I believe that the close-up
enhances, rather than diminishes, individuality.
Consider Carl Dreyer's Passion ofJoan ofArc (1928). The plot of this silent film
focuses on the trial of the young French maiden who famously saved her country
but was tried and burned at the stake as a heretic. Dreyer's film portrays Joan's trial
as a witch-hunt conspiracy organized by English judges to preserve their own
authority, a callously cynical vendetta thinly veiled by a fagade of facetious
sympathy. Joan of Arc struggles against her accusers by finding faith in God, an
intangible emotional investment that Dryer illustrates through numerous close-ups
of her face. [Figure 1] In fact, this film features close-ups of many of the characters.
By zooming on the actors' bare faces, untouched by cosmetic enhancement, the
characters' distinct personalities are revealed through the filmic capture of subtle
facial changes that allow the audience to appreciate their personal journeys. The
film also illuminates the tension between judges and Joan of Arc by constantly
juxtaposing close-ups of their faces. The means by which Dreyer employs close-ups
in Passion ofJoan ofArc shares certain features with the work of Griffith and
Einstein. For example, in order to express the inner struggle of Joan herself, Dreyer
juxtaposes her pained face, the interior of an empty room, and a crown of thorns. By
showing this set of images continually against each other, the common
characteristics and metaphorical relationship among the different materials are
revealed. Evocation through the depiction of shared qualities draws strongly on
Griffith's collection of various constituents in order to represent common
physiognomies. Similarly, Dreyer makes use of Einstein's methodology as well.
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Arranging the faces of Joan of Arc and her judges with the use of rapid cross cutting,
Dreyer characterizes the group of judges as of cliquish typicality, uniformly set on
infringing upon Joan's vested rights. Meanwhile, Joan's face is a shining illustration
of the purity of her faith in God that visually proves her innocence. Through a
parallel arrangement of these contrasting depictions, Dreyer creates a new and
powerful impact by elevating the emotive potential that each face has. Both the
group of judges and Joan of Arc are intrinsically imbued with their own individual
impressions and meanings. In a scene that puts these images successively against
each other, a rush of innovative emotions and meanings is simultaneously set on the
foreground, while embracing the power of the independent image. Dreyer's
juxtaposition of the faces of Joan of Arc and her judges relates to Einstein's concept
of the close-up, which uses facial typicality to produce original meaning through
combination.
In my opinion, Dreyer's close-up improves upon the approaches of Griffith and
Einstein by embracing and enhancing their characteristic methodologies. In this film,
he analyzes Joan's face meticulously, as though reading a set of codes inscribed upon
it. The face functions here not only as a medium for the transfer of emotion or as a
narrative aid, but also as an emotion and a narrative in and of itself. The face itself
both delivers the narrative and exists autonomously. What does it mean to have the
face deliver the narrative?
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Consider the scene of Joan of Arc weeping. The close-up of her face, tears slowly
coursing down its contours, traces the trajectory of a tear which is shown magnified
thousands of times on the screen. Dreyer chooses to show the entire progression of
the moment through a meticulous examination of her face. As a consequence of this
decision, Joan's tear-stained face evolves into no less of an active element in the
development of the film's narrative than the give-and-take dialogue between her
and her judges. That is, characters actually communicate by displaying different
dimensions of their faces in close-up. Such different dimensions are related to the
possible sensations that I addressed earlier.
B6la Balazs claims that the close-up reveals the hidden mainspring of that life which
we thought we already knew so well. The close-up has not only broadened our
perspective on life, it has deepened it as well. According to Balizs, a silent soliloquy
can be delivered in a film solely through an adept visual exposition of the face. He
further notes that a face can speak with the subtlest shades of meaning, without
appearing unnatural or arousing the distaste of spectators. 10
BalAzs' analysis supports the concept underlying Dreyer's close-ups of Joan of Arc.
He states that the face can embrace that which one may yearn to speak, and can
deliver that unspoken yearning to the audience by means of itself. His analysis
relates back as well to the probability of possible sensations taking place. As we are
all fundamentally separate beings, it is impossible to know for certain what Joan is
10 B6la Balazs, Filmkultdra (Budapest: Szikra, 1948) translated by Edith Bone as
Theory of the Film; Character and Growth of a New Art (London: Bristol Typesetting
Company, 1952), 62-63.
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thinking, feeling, or recalling simply by observing her face. Despite this, it is
undeniable that her various emotions and experiences are clearly exhibited upon
her face and transmitted to the screen. By focusing closely on Joan's face throughout
Dryer's film, we observe the various facial expressions, gestures, and traces that we
are accustomed to overlooking.
At this point, I begin questioning Bergson's idea, which addresses the relationship
between hearing and memory. I investigate this idea in a different vein by
considering the relationship between image, the close-up of the face, and memory. I
also examine the possibilities of communicating through images of the face by
imagining manifestations of a new sensational language in alternate dimensions.
Learning a new method of understanding, such as that of communication through
facial close-ups, requires imagining a new space in which to explore this idea. I claim
that it is important to widen normative perceptive boundaries in terms of exploring
new languages and territory in order to comprehend those sensations that as yet
remain undiscovered. Examining the method of close-up used in Dreyer's Passion of
Joan ofArc allows me to consider the possibility of interaction through facial close-
ups. Furthermore, I argue that facial close-ups enhance the subject's individuality
and personality by allowing the audience to read the traces and histories inscribed
upon the surface of the face.
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Chapter 2. Studies of Voice
2.1. Speech
Jacques Derrida describes speech as follows:
Hearing oneself speak is not the inwardness of an inside that
is closed in upon itself; it is the irreducible openness in the
inside. Phenomenological reduction is a scene, a theater
stage.11
That is, speech is not the active behavior of helping someone understand his or her
inner mind or its realization. This concept can be applied not only to monologue, but
to extended conversation as well. Language is used to exchange information and
understand people because it is widely considered the most effective and efficient
tool for this purpose, bearing the least risk of generating misunderstandings and
misinterpretations. As previously discussed by Derrida, the speech-act is the
simplest and most minimal way to share with another one's thoughts and mental
state. While it may not express an individual's thoughts with perfect clarity, the
speech-act is capable of expanding upon and thus minimizing the ambiguity within
words. Because the positions of the narrator and listener are consistently
rehabilitated, there are inevitably gaps in terms of understanding fully what the
other says. Another difficulty lies in people's use of different signifiers in the
11 Jacques Derrida, La Voix et le Phenomdne (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France,
1967) translated by D. B. Allison as In Speech and Phenomena and Other Essays on
Husserl's Theory of Signs (Chicago: Northwestern University Press, 1977), 183
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deployment of language. Such misunderstandings are more common in
conversation than in monologue. In monologue, it is possible to demonstrate
intangible signs that signify one's own characteristics. I argue that monologue is not
limited to the medium of language but can be performed through alternative means
of expression as well. For this reason I investigate muteness in the next section.
2.2. Muteness
To discuss muteness, it is important to first differentiate between muteness and
mutism. I adhere to the distinction prescribed by Michel Chion in The Voice in
Cinema. Chion defines muteness as a physical condition that prevents the subject
from speaking (such as a lesion, or a destroyed nerve center or phonic organ), and
mutism as the refusal to speak due to so-called psychological reasons, despite an
absence of physical damage to the subject's relevant nerves or organs. 12 Paul
Michael Romano subdivides the major non-vocal populations who fall under Chion's
definition of mutism into sufferers of cerebral palsy, stroke, and trauma.13 Cerebral
palsy refers specifically to causative events in the prenatal period and immediate
injury or infection that cause a neurological disorder during the period of early
development that can lead to an inability to communicate in a normative verbal
manner. Strokes are related to an occasion of interference in an area of the brain,
the brain stem, or the cerebellum. Such an occurrence may have a critical influence
12 Michel Chion, La Voix au Cinema (Paris: Cahiers du Cin6ma, 1984) translated by
Claudia Gordman as The Voice in Cinema (New York: Columbia University Press,
1999), 96.
13 Paul Michael Romano, "Optimal Encodingfor Non-vocal Communication Devices"
(MS Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977), 18-25
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on the temporary or permanent loss of movement, thought, or speech. Lastly trauma
indicates an incident that results in death or disability and may also be the leading
cause of death in the first half of a life span. Its influence upon the nervous system is
related to psychiatric disturbances and impairments. These studies are based on the
cases of patients who suffer from physical, psychological, or cognitive limitations.
I would argue that, in addition to Chion's two categories, a third category is required
to address those cases in which the subject is capable of speech but elects not to
employ that ability. This scenario is distinct from both muteness and mutism (non-
vocal populations) in that it involves those who are neither physically nor mentally
challenged. Those that fall into my proposed third category choose not to speak of
their own volition because they feel that language is not necessary for
communication. That is, they elect to make use of alternative sensory options in
their interpersonal interactions. However, we must interrogate what is of interest in
considering this third case as distinct from other forms of muteness. Why is thinking
about it significant? In pursuit of the answer, I return to the annals of cinematic
history.
2.3. Speech and Muteness in Film
As movies have developed from the silent film period to that of the "talkies" the
question of the role of vocal speech-acts has been ever-present. In film, the voice is
not the only auditory element offered for the cinematic experience. Deleuze notes
that the audience is exposed to various words, ambient and signifying noise, and
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background music.14 In this chapter, I plan to address the role of words in film,
particularly as relates to the functions of vocalization and muteness.
Deleuze states that the silent film was not silent, but only "noiseless."15 Chion notes
as well that the characters of silent films were not in fact mute; they actually
spoke.16 From both men's perspectives, muteness was not the intention for silent
films or their characters but rather the default as a result of technological
limitations. To solve this problem, the silent film used an intertitle to substitute for
the function of speech-acts. The intertitle worked as an indirect form of the speech-
act because it was written as text. That is, the gap between image and intertitle,
instantaneous though it may be, allowed the intertitle to explain the dialogue from
an objective perspective. Deleuze asserts that the arrival of talkie films disconnected
the speech-act from the secondary function of the eye, as the new audiovisual aspect
opened up a new dimension of the visual image, a new component.'7 I think that
talkie films quite literally offer us an opportunity to consider the function of voice in
producing an image. The ontological purpose of film lies in its mission to represent
reality, as in the Lumiere brothers' first film, by dealing with the subject of daily
life. In reality, it is impossible to make a clean categorical divide between the
14 Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 2. L'Image-temps (Paris: Les Editions de Minuit, 1985)
translated by Hugh Tomlinson and Robert Galeta as Cinema 2: The time-image,
(Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press, 2010), 234.
1s Ibid., 225.
16 Michel Chion, La Voix au Cinema (Paris: Cahiers du Cin6ma, 1984) translated by
Claudia Gordman as The Voice in Cinema (New York: Columbia University Press,
1999), 95.
17 Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 2. L'Image-temps (Paris: Les Editions de Minuit, 1985)
translated by Hugh Tomlinson and Robert Galeta as Cinema 2: The time-image,
(Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press, 2010), 226.
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functions of image and voice in film as they combine and occur simultaneously. In
silent films, however, the audience experiences a separation between image and
voice, wherein image is rendered the subject of the voice. More specifically, the
object of the voice exists in the film but the voice itself disappears. Only the
characters' gestures and the subtitles let the audience imagine what the characters
might say. I would argue that this separation actually creates within silent films an
alternative language for efficient communication, as previously discussed through
the investigation of the Passion ofJoan ofArc in Chapter1, Section 1.4. In the course
of this investigation, I considered the feasibility of interaction through facial close-
ups rather than through a reliance on verbal language to deliver ideas and emotions.
I believe there may have been a great amount of the anxiety and insecurity
attendant upon an audience required to watch speaking characters in silent films
without the aid of the actors' voices. It may have been this anxiety that caused talkie
films to hysterically obsess over the speech-act. Such preoccupation is clearly
demonstrated in the early Hollywood screwball film His Girl Friday (1940) by
Howard Hawks. In this film, every character speaks in a fast patter, which is
reiterated in the conversational pace of their dialogues. Using rapid action-reaction
monologues and conversations creates the moments of irony that constitute the
bulk of the film's humor. Deleuze notes that talkie films took what appeared to be
the most superficial social forms as their privileged object, in engaging with
encounters with the other, whether that be the other sex, other class, other region,
other nation, or other civilization. Arguably the talkie films' inevitable adoption of
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such subject matter, sketchily addressing social structures, can be traced to the fact
that conversation is the only way to reveal the ambivalence and fragility among
people. The last sequence of His Girl Friday, for example, depicts a quarrel between a
police officer and newspaper vendors. The conversation that ensues as the police
officer attempts to locate the gun's owner demonstrates not only the respective
social positions of the conversational participants, but also the neurotic interaction
and delicacy inherent to a conversation. [Figure 2] Deleuze further asserts that there
is always something mad, even schizophrenic, in conversations taken at face value
in talkie films, from bar exchanges to dialogues between lovers, about money to
simple small talk. Psychiatrists have studied the conversation of schizophrenics,
which is particularly characterized by an interplay between intimacy and distance,
but all conversation is on some level schizophrenic. Conversation is a model of
schizophrenia, not the other way around.18 I agree with this idea that conversation
in talkie films, especially within the Hollywood screwball genre, creates enormous
tensions and anxiety based on the realization of the limitations and discontentment
inextricable from human interaction.
18 Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 2. L'Image-temps (Paris: Les Editions de Minuit, 1985)
translated by Hugh Tomlinson and Robert Galeta as Cinema 2: The time-image,
(Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press, 2010), 230.
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Figure 2. His Girl Friday, by Howard Hawks, 1940.
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2.4. Mute Characters in Films
Mute characters in films imply a certain self-contained security excluding
omniscience, although never exposing secrets as they have the use of their ears but
not their voice. Chion states that the mute character rarely occupies the center of the
drama, but almost always follows alongside. Someone else allows the mute character
to function by calling upon him. In other words, in order to be a filmic mute, one
must be part of a pair.19 Chion's statement can be understood when the mute
characters coexist with the nonmute characters capable of speech. What if the film is
only composed of the mute characters even if it is a talkie film? It means there is no
intertitle intermediary either.
To construct film and narrative, it is important to establish the visual language of
communication. One possibility with which to do so is the method of montage. In his
study on this mode of expression, Eisenstein divides the montage into five
categories: metric, rhythmic, tonal, overtonal, and intellectual. Metric montage relies
on the tempo of the cutting images, while rhythmic montage is related to pattern.
Tonal montage evokes an emotional response through color or light. Overtonal
montage denotes the combination of the previous three modes of montage that
seeks to arouse a powerful and intense response by giving the audience a shock
while the intellectual montage explains that conflict between images creates
another intellectual concept and that this conceptual conflict with other images
19 Michel Chion, La Voix au Cinema (Paris: Cahiers du Cinema, 1984) translated by
Claudia Gordman as The Voice in Cinema (New York: Columbia University Press,
1999), 101.
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produces yet another intellectual concept. Implementing the different types of the
montage enables filmmakers to communicate through images. However, in contrast
to Eisenstein's purpose, it is not necessary to give a shock to the audience because
the fundamental intention of the montage technique is not to create a shock or
threaten an audience, but to produce nonvocal ways to engage in conversational
dialogue. To achieve this, it is important to consider the possibilities of learning
alternate sensory languages. Bergson raises this idea to explain the concept of pure
memory, memory-image and perception, arguing that just as there are infinitely
different planes for association by similarity, the same holds true for association by
contiguity.20 I propose to use this approach to explain the possible sensations
previously discussed. In short, there are different surfaces in sensory languages,
which, due to their infinite number, must be discovered through practice.
20 Henri Bergson, Matiere et memoire, (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France
1896), Translated by Nancy Margaret Paul and W. Scott Palmer as Matter and
Memory (New York: Zone Books, 1991), 170.
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Chapter 3. Examination of the Image of the Face
3.1. Images of the Face in Film
3.1.1. The Camouflage (2012)
The Camouflage is a two-channel video installation work that incorporates the idea
of conversations between close-ups of the face. It explores the possibilities of
communicating between images through the composition of action-reaction shots. It
begins with a one-channel video that displays a close-up of a man accompanied by a
disturbing sound. He begins to speak, although the audience cannot hear his voice.
As he speaks the image of his face is gradually layered over with fragmentary
depictions of various parts of his face, and as this layering continues the video on
the other channel begins to roll while the original channel turns off. The other
channel first shows a close-up of a woman covering her face with her hands, and
then depicts features of her face, such as her eyes, nose, and lips, adding to this
melange such landscape images as forests, rivers, and roads. At the moment that the
two channels begin to play together the first shows a close-up of the man's face
while the second displays a close-up of the woman's hands. As the man's face begins
to be covered by red lipstick, the face of the woman in the second channel is
revealed through a close-up. In the film's final segment the man's face is displayed in
fragmentary composite while the close-up of the woman's face turns to stark black-
and-white.
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Figure 3. The Camouflage, by YaeJin Shin, 2012
Figure 4. The Camouflage, by YaeJin Shin, 2012
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Figure 5. The Camouflage, by YaeJin Shin, 2012
Figure 6. The Camouflage, by YaeJin Shin, 2012
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In "The voice that keeps silence," Jacques Derrida observes that within the
phenomenological interior, hearing oneself and seeing oneself are two radically
different orders of self-relation. Even before a description of this difference is
sketched out, we can understand why the hypothesis of the monologue could have
sanctioned the distinction between indication and expression only by presupposing
an essential tie between expression and phone.21 I believe that The Camouflage
weaves the concept of monologue into that of conversation through the deployment
of various methods.
To begin with, the division of the presentation into videos on two separate channels
recreates the conversation as commonly maintained between two people. Each
channel has its own monologue and story, and both conform to the fundamental
filmic patterns for creating conversation by composing a shot and a reverse shot.
When creating a conversation sequence, the shot and reverse shot formula is the
basic tool with which to convey the situation to the audience. The reverse shot
includes narration as well as reaction from the reverse character to the primary
character's stimulus. In this piece, each channel functions as both shot and reverse
shot to create the dialogue.
The Camouflage incorporates landscape imagery by overlapping them with close-
ups of the characters' faces and hands. This fragmentation and layering is closely
21 Jacques Derrida, La Voix et le Phdnom ne (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France,
1967) translated by D. B. Allison as In Speech and Phenomena and Other Essays on
Husserl's Theory ofSigns (Chicago: Northwestern University Press, 1977), 180.
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related to Rilke's work, previously discussed in Chapter 1, SECTION 1.3, particularly
his claim that fragments of the body can carry memory and emotion. In this work,
the images of landscapes connote traces of the past, while the close-ups of the
characters' faces and hands implies the possibility of evoking such traces upon their
physical surfaces. Even when two people have experienced the same event, it is
impossible to remember and recall the same traces from it. I hope to demonstrate
how the same even can be remembered differently, and how it is possible to share
our memories with others.
3.1.2. The Mutes (2012)
The Mutes is an experiment that begins from the questions, I brought up in Chapter
2; What if there is no one who can call them up because all of the characters are
mutes? While mute characters have conventionally been used as sub-characters,
helpers, or observers, I want to bring them into the narrative center and interrogate
how they can deliver the story through facial close-ups and different montage
techniques.
The Mutes is a short film about people who choose not to speak. It is composed of
five characters discussing the happenings of a single night. In the early portion of
the film, each character describes individually what they experienced that night,
from what they saw to what they heard and what they have discussed with the
others. During the filming of these accounts the actors and actresses are unaware
that they are being recorded without sound and, although the scripts are structured
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as a conversation, do not know with whom they are purportedly talking. In the final
product, only close-ups of their faces are conveyed to the audience. This way, I hope
to capture the sensations passing across the actors' faces when they repeat specific
words, ask questions, and relay responses. At the end of the film, each character
begins to talk to masks of his or her own face, sometimes even touching each other's
masks. Interspersed in this process are images of landscapes in which the masks are
spread out across the ground, forests, and rivers.
In The Mutes, I employ two methods to understand different sensations. The first
one is a close-up of the face. I follow each character's face carefully to understand
through its particular curves and contours the message it wants to deliver. Even if
all the characters were to explain the same accident, the way they explain and
express it varies in terms of facial expressions and gestures. I construct the work as
though the characters consider the camera to be their conversational partner by
using close-ups of their faces.
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Figure 7. The Mutes, by Yaejin Shin, 2012.
Figure 8. The Mutes, by Yaejin Shin, 2012.
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Figure 9. The Mutes, by Yaejin Shin, 2012.
Figure 10. The Mutes, by Yaejin Shin, 2012.
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The second method is the use of masks. According to Jacques Aumont, the film
serves as an exceptional medium to convey specific emotions because of its feature
to fix movable and variable things so as to convey instability along with movement.
It is this paradox of stability and instability that I seek to convey through the use of
masks in The Mutes. Specifically, I wished to convey afrozen moment. As addressed
in Chapter 1, the memories and experiences of peoples' lives are carved into the
surfaces of their faces. In other words, the face changes constantly with the constant
movement of time. A facial recording in the form of a mask can pause a given
moment in life and retain it permanently. The act of touching one's true face and a
rendering of it in mask form can expand an understanding of one's own past and
present simultaneously, as one carefully seeks to learn what it is that each face
wants to deliver.
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Figure 11. The Mutes, by YaeJin Shin, 2012.
Figure 12. The Mutes, by Yaejin Shin, 2012.
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Figure 13. The Mutes, by YaeJin Shin, 2012.
Figure 14. The Mutes, by YaeJin Shin, 2012.
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Figure 15. The Mutes, by Yaejin Shin, 2012.
Figure 16. The Mutes, by YaeJin Shin, 2012.
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Chapter 4. An Examination of the Voice
4.1. You can say ANYTHING to me (2012)
My interest lies in the exploration of alternate senses, rather than a reliance on
solely verbal methods like the use of words and sentences. My You can say
ANYTHING to me project investigates the different means of communication while
attempting to share stories and simultaneously protect them. By experiencing the
stories of others through the sensory intermediary of touch, I hope to address the
question of what constitutes communication and how it is that we communicate. At
its heart, this is an attempt towards better communicating and understanding
without misunderstandings.
There is a Korean fable about a King of the late Silla Kingdom (57 B.C.E. - 935 C.E.)
who developed a long ear, a fact that was kept a secret so as to protect his dignity.
However, the king's personal bukdu master, charged with crafting the bukdu hats
traditionally worn by Korean men in government positions, discerned the king's
condition. Forbidden from revealing the king's secret the master retired to a
bamboo forest. Nearly mad from keeping the secret, there he finally shouts out that
the ears of the king are like that of a donkey.
I feel that people usually want to speak and be listened to. While most people have
an audience with whom to hold a conversation, there are also those that do not.
When people have someone to talk to most of what they wish to discuss can be
comfortably dealt with in public or private situations. Few people are willing to
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jeopardize their conversational partner or endanger themselves by having a
conversation. However, as in the case of the bukdu master, there are always certain
matters borne in mind that cannot be voiced, whether out of weakness, shame, or
fear. Nonetheless, people want to share even these most innermost of thoughts and
be understood. I believe that there is a way to share their secret and protect their
privacy at the same time. In the Korean fable, a bamboo forest is considered a place
of freedom in which anything can be spoken because it secures the privacy for the
speaker and his stories. My goal is to build a space like the bamboo forests of old in
our modern society, and to communicate with people through the use of different
sensations.
With this in mind, I built a call center called You can say ANYTHING to me with
Google and advertised the call center by pasting stickers around the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and Harvard University campuses, Kendall Station, and
Central Square in Cambridge, Massachusetts in March, 2012. I accumulated sound
data from people who left voice messages, ten messages in total, and subsequently
distorted the sound of the callers' voices such that other listeners could no longer
understand what the speakers said. The reason why I distorted the sound of voices
is that I wanted to know whether there are people who have a desire to share but
would not want to reveal their secrets to acquaintances.
In the second phase of the work, I designed a transparent acrylic box capable of
transferring sound waves through vibration, although the stories themselves could
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not be heard which means the box could not transmit voices through sound. Inside
of the box, I created a small version of the bamboo forest divided into two parts; one
a water section and the other a bamboo tree section, and placed two small speakers
within it as well. The box was divided into two parts so that people could appreciate
changes through the senses of vision and touch. As the sound of voices came
through the speakers, it rippled the surface of the water, creating the tracks of the
passage of the sound waves. Feeling the vibrations on the acrylic box conveyed the
sensory experience of touch in augmentation of the participant's visual experience. I
exhibited it in in the Media Lab during April 2012 to see how it worked.
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Figure 17. You can say ANYTHING to me, by Yaejin Shin, 2012.
Figure 18. You can say ANYTHING to me, by Yaejin Shin, 2012.
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Through this experiment, I addressed alternate ways of engaging with the voice
through such senses as vision and touch. Arguably, my intention to secure space in
which to free people of their inhibitions was validated by those that did in fact call
the number and make use of the proffered space. Likewise the creation of a bamboo
forest in a public place succeeded in intriguing participants, as they experienced
sensory vibration and questioned the nature of those vibrations, demonstrating that
the project achieved the desired result. I feel that those who expressed curiosity
regarding the source and nature of the vibration are close to the third case
previously proposed in Chapter 2, that of people who choose not to speak because
they do not take speech as their primary means of expression and rather strive to
imagine other sensory dimensions.
However, there remain obvious problems if the callers are in an emergency
situation or need serious help and those receiving the call cannot imagine the
vibrations coming from the sound of their voice.
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Figure 19. You can say ANYTHING to me, by YaeJin Shin, 2012.
Figure 20. You can say ANYTHING to me, by Yaejin Shin, 2012.
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Conclusion and comments
Through various attempts to investigate the possibilities of accessing alternatives to
a purely verbal mode of understanding I have learned that the possibilities for
sensory communication are best observed not as a specific or bounded media but
rather as a relative probability.
I began my study with an interrogation of Bergson's conceptualization of the
relationship between hearing and memory and his musings on the difficulties
attendant upon understanding foreign languages. I substituted for this relationship
between sound and memory a parallel one between image and memory, limiting my
study to images of the face alone. Darwin states that it is possible to extrapolate an
individual's probable character based upon his facial structure through reference to
the study of physiognomy. Such early explorations in the field of science were
echoed in literature by Rilke and Borges, who observed that face can function as a
space on which to embrace one's experiences and memories, and in turn to
communicate those experiences and memories by emitting certain sensations. To
consider the employment of faces in film, I discuss the method of facial close-up
deployed in Dreyer's film, Passion ofloan ofArc, in which this technique serves to
strengthen the viewers' understanding of their own emotions and thoughts. This is
distinct from Deleuze's analysis of filmic close-ups as a device that does not
distinguish the individual but actually creates distance from the subject. Dreyer's
film, however, clearly expands upon the possibilities for an empathetic audience
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understanding of the emotional experience of the characters by narrating the story
in large part through the thorough depiction of the actors' faces. In this process, the
face acts not only as a space upon which to express the emotions, but also as an
active element in the narration of emotions and storyline alike.
Chapter 2 dealt with the role of sound, broadly divided into the categories of speech
and muteness. I consider the concept of speech according to Derrida's formula; he
espouses that speech does not necessarily convey the inner-mind or thoughts
clearly. Monologue can serve as a method to express as nearly as possible one's
mind. I asserted that that monologue occurs not only through verbal expression, but
through alternative forms of sensory expression as well. This belief led me to study
muteness, specifically a third category of muteness particular to those who are
physically and mentally capable of speech but eschew its use out of the belief that
there are alternatives to verbal language through which to convey their thoughts
and emotions. Such study offers an opportunity to consider the array of sensations
that are constantly available to us but are underused or underappreciated due to
their relative unfamiliarity. Compounding this disuse due to unfamiliarity is the fact
that such sensory alternatives are enacted in a separate dimension from the familiar
realm of verbal communication. As such, I consider how the speech-act and
muteness are respectively employed in film, as well as what Deleuze terms the
schizophrenic character of the speech-act, by engaging specifically with Howard
Hawks' Hollywood screwball film His Girl Friday. I argue that the advent of the talkie
film and the freedom that came with it to synchronize image and voice led to state in
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which it seems that the characters in talkie films cannot stand silence. Highlighting
this, I address the role of the mute character in talkie films as a specific type and as a
standard tool with which to support the main character. In answer to the question
of how to make a talkie film with a mute character, I argue that the technique of
montage serves this end. The continual posing of such questions led to my video
projects The Camouflage and The Mutes, as well as my public art project You can say
ANYTHING to me. The Camouflage is a two channel video work that investigates
conversation through the co-existence of past and present by employing facial close-
ups. The Mutes is a short film composed of five characters that experience the same
event and narrate it individually to the camera. Through this work, I sought to
carefully observe the characters' faces so as to understand the traces of the
experiences playing upon them and to frame a discussion of thefrozen moment by
interspersing masks of the actors' faces into the sequence as well. In confronting the
masks the characters confront traces of the past, that is, of a present that has been
paused, hopefully opening up new possibilities for understanding sensations which
arise and pass momentarily. The public artwork You can say ANYTHING to me,
inspired by a Korean fable, is an attempt to create a space in which to securely
disclose secreted stories. By making small bamboo-forest box and playing edited
tracks of vocal recordings through speakers placed within it, the audience was
enabled to feel the vibrations of the box although they could not understand its
content.
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Through this process, I have sought to demonstrate the limitations of the common
communicative method of verbal language and explored alternative communicative
sensory possibilities that may oftentimes go overlooked due to their subtlety and
ambiguity. Whether or not the chance of feasibly realizing such possibilities is
infinite or minuscule, I believe that the effort is meaningful in and of itself.
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